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Abstra t

to de ompose the initial problem, or about how to reombine the partial solutions into a

Appli ations of neural networks to solve

As for the hopes that

hallenging

will help automating this pro ess, they have yet to

ontrol problems still fa e important di ulties when

materialize.

s alability issues are involved. Usually, su h di ulties are ta kled a
that

oherent whole.

o-evolutionary approa hes [3℄

ording to an in remental approa h

onsists in de omposing a given task into sim-

pler sub-tasks that may be separately solved. In this

In this paper, we present two alternatives to this

arti le, we des ribe two alternatives to this approa h

in remental strategy,

and demonstrate their e ien y on the

knowledge, but avoid de omposing the initial prob-

simulated lenti ular blimp, i.e., a

ontrol of a

omplex dynami

lem. The rst one

platform with ve sensors and seven motors.

whi h also exploit available

onsists in

hanging the building

blo ks that evolution manipulates: instead of neurons
and

onne tions, evolution deals with modules ea h

representing a given sub-network.

1 Introdu tion

The se ond one

onsists in providing the evolutionary pro ess with
lues about whi h

onne tions are likely to be useful

Evolving neural networks is an approa h that proved

in the nal

to be e ient at

thus provided serves only to bootstrap evolution. The

ontrolling a variety of dynami

sys-

omplex for a

ases, the knowledge

orresponding information is only exploited to ori-

tems [7, 9, 4, 5℄. Moreover, when a given system turns
out to be too

ontroller. In both

ent the sear h during the initial random generation.

ontroller to be dire tly

evolved, an in remental approa h often leads to sat-

Later on, it

isfa tory results. In this

ee ts of geneti

ase, the overall task is de-

an be altered or forgotten under the
operators.

omposed by a human designer into simpler ones for
whi h separate

ontrollers are evolved and then re-

ombined into a unique network. In parti ular, this
strategy worked on a Khepera robot [8℄

We implemented these tools in ModNet, a frame-

onfronted

work dedi ated to the evolution of neural networks

with a "survival" task de omposed into several sub-

[1℄, and we used them to generate neural

tasks, like obsta le avoidan e and battery re harge.

for a lenti ular blimp, a

It also worked on a 6-legged animat [6℄ whose survival

with ve sensors and seven motors.

depended upon its

resear h aims at

apa ities to walk, to avoid obsta-

les, and to follow an odour gradient. Nevertheless,
in many appli ations, there are no

omplex dynami

realisti

1

platform

Although this

ontrolling a real blimp, results pre-

sented in this paper are preliminary and

lues about how

ontrollers

simulation.

all upon a

2 ModNet

ysis or from results of former experiments - whi h
is instantiated in module stru tures or in parame-

In traditional approa hes to the evolution of neural

ter values.

networks, entities like neurons or

the stru ture of a module, i.e., whi h neuron is

onne tions are ma-

nipulated by the evolutionary algorithm in a way that
forbids passing to the next generation

ne ted with whi h neuron, but not the

omplex stru -

ing

tures that were dis overed and proved to be useful
in the

urrent one. On the

In parti ular, it is possible to spe ify

onne tion weights.

on-

orrespond-

Likewise, it is possible to

spe ify these weights, or to simply spe ify the sign

ontrary, ModNet aords

of some spe i

this possibility to evolution be ause the units that are

onne tions within the stru ture. Be

that as it may, any su h initial spe i ation may be

manipulated are modules that des ribe sub-networks

later over omed by mutations during su

whose stru tures are globally stable throughout the

erations: its sole purpose is to bootstrap the evolu-

ourse of evolution and that serve as building blo ks
on whi h the evolutionary pro ess may

tionary pro ess.

apitalize.

Additional bootstrapping knowledge may be taken

These modules may en apsulate some a priori knowl-

into a

edge about the problem to be solved, or they may

" onne tivity patterns".

emerge from the evolutionary pro ess.

priori spe ify how some modules

Every

hromosome asso iated with

made up of three

omponents:

ModNet

essive gen-

ount in ModNet through the use of so- alled
Indeed, it is possible to a
ould be

onne ted

is

to ea h other or to the network's inputs and out-

a list of model-

puts. Again, su h initial patterns may be exploited

modules, a list of modules and a list of links be-

and propagated from generation to generation or they

tween modules (gure 1).

may get lost.

The model-modules list

ontains the des ription of ea h modules that

an be

used in the nal network. The list of modules makes
a

onne tion between a module number and the

3 Control of a lenti ular blimp

or-

responding model. This makes it possible to reuse a

The goal of this appli ation is to keep a lenti ular

single module stru ture in several dierent pla es in
the network. The last part of the
list of links that

blimp (gure 2) above a given visual target, at a given

hromosome is a

altitude and as horizontal as possible.

onne t modules to ea h other or to

the network's inputs and outputs.
Both mutation and

Inputs to the evolved

rossover operators are used in

ModNet. Mutations may ae t a model-module, by
hanging its stru ture

ontrollers are the pit h

3 and

4
roll angles, the altitude and the relative position of
5
the target in the frame relative to the blimp . The

1 or parameters2 . Other muta-

outputs of the ontrollers are sent to the blimp's seven

tions may alter the stru ture of the network by ran-

motors. Details about the simulation model and re-

domly hanging either the list of modules or the list of

sults

links.

and altitude are to be found in [2℄.

Crossovers ex hange model-modules between

individuals.

on erning separate

ontrols of the pit h, roll

We performed three series of 30 evolutionary runs,
ea h involving a population of 100 individuals and

Ea h model-module that is in luded in the modelmodule list, either at initialization time or through

500 generations.

mutations during the

pool of modules we provided (gure 3).

ourse of evolution, is drawn

These runs diered by the initial
The rst

from a pool of modules that is initially provided by

series of runs served as a

ontrol experiment: no

the experimenter. This set of initial modules may be

ne tivity pattern was provided and the only module

hosen at random or it may integrate some knowl-

in luded in the initial pool was made of a single input, a single output and a dire t

edge - stemming from an a priori engineer's anal-

1 This feature is not used
2 Every parameter hara

onne tion linking

3 rotation along the lateral axis of the blimp.
4 rotation along the longitudinal axis of the blimp.
5 On the real platform, this information is given by

in the results reported here.
terizing the developed network like a onne tion weight or the slope of a transfer fun tion - is
en oded in these model-modules.

tra king system.
2

on-

a visual
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Figure 1: Left: An example of

m3

m2

m6

m7

o0

o1

hromosome generated by ModNet. The

o2

hromosome is

omponents: a list of model-modules, a list of modules and a list of links. Right: The
neural network. Modules m3 and m4 are
are

omprised of three

orresponding de oded

opies of the same model-module 1. Likewise, modules m2 and m7

opies of model-module 2.

them. This module was

Motor 7

alled a P module, be ause

Motor 3

its output was proportional to its input, at least in
the linear domain of the transfer fun tion.

In the

z

Motor 5

se ond series, we in luded P modules - but with one

Motor 1

or two outputs - in the initial pool again, and we
provided a

Basket

O

x

x

onne tivity pattern to orient the sear h.

a

Motor 4

Su h pattern ree ted a priori engineering knowledge
about whi h sensor should be
tor [1℄, as well as results of

Motor 2

onne ted to whi h moMotor 6

areful analyses of some

y

networks evolved during preliminary runs not mentioned herein. In the third series, the same

Figure 2: The lenti ular blimp and its seven motors.

onne -

tivity pattern was used again, but additional modules
with one or two outputs - respe tively

alled D and

I modules -, whi h were designed to aord
for both derivative and integral

apa ities

omputations, were

f (x) = p(x) +

added to the previous P modules in the initial pool.
The D modules

ould

The I modules

essive time steps.

p(x),

i∈DOF

measures the per entage of

the maximum evaluation time the blimp spent be-

onne tion, a stru ture that is

apable of integrating a signal, provided the
sponding

The rst term,

alled upon an intermediate neuron

with a self-re urrent

nbDOF

ompute from an ongoing sig-

nal the dieren e between two su

P
2 
X 
t (di (x, t) )
1−
T

1

fore overstepping the viability domain of the blimp

orre-

- whi h was set to

onne tion weights are appropriately set.

±0.7

rad for pit h and roll val-

ues

6 . The se ond term measures the performan e of

the

ontrol as the average, on ea h degree of freedom

6 The limits of the viability domain are dened by experts
and hara terize values beyond whi h the blimp is onsidered
as no more ontrollable. No onstraints were imposed to the
blimp's altitude and position.

The tness fun tion we used is the sum of two
terms:

3

Generation

Data

20

Maximum

100.775

100.815

100.745

Average

100.617

100.708

100.655

Minimum

100.493

100.626

100.602

Maximum

100.798

100.818

100.82

Average

100.674

100.757

100.693

100

500

wo CP w CP w CP and PID

Minimum

100.529

100.645

100.608

Maximum

100.809

100.824

100.873

Average

100.700

100.779

100.742

Minimum

100.532

100.654

100.633

Table 1: Fitness values obtained in four series of experiments on the
made for ea h

ondition. wo CP: runs without a

ontrol of the blimp. Thirty runs were

onne tivity pattern, w CP: runs with a

onne tivity

pattern, PID: runs with Derivative and Integral modules.

the altitude and the horizontal position. This term is
normalized in order to lie between 0 and 1 (we use a
onstant of
and a

20m

to normalize the horizontal position

onstant of

100m

for the altitude). Thus, the

total tness varies between 0 and 101. A value greater
than 100 means that the blimp did not overstep the
viability domain during the entire evaluation period,
and a value of 101 means that it always stayed at the
verti al of the target point meanwhile.
The results of the three series of runs are summarized in Table 1) and exhibit statisti ally signi ant
(Kruskal-Wallis test, prob < 0.05) dieren es. Thus,
bootstrapping the evolutionary pro ess with

onne -

tivity patterns and dedi ated modules seems to

on-

stitute a valuable alternative to the in remental approa h. Moreover, a

loser look at the results reveals

important dieren es in the

ontrolled behaviors ob-

tained in the three series.

In parti ular, the best

ontrollers obtained with the

ontrol experiments (wo

CP) e iently keep the pit h, the roll and the horizontal position, but none of them is able to keep the

Figure 3: Examples of P (top), I (middle) and D (bot-

altitude as well. On the

tom) modules, with one or two outputs, that were

ontrary, the best

ontrollers

generated in the two other series of runs are able to

used to bootstrap the evolutionary runs.

ontrol all the DOFs together.
The most e ient

ontroller obtained during these

and over the whole evaluation period, of the square

experiments ( gure 4) belongs to the third series (w

distan e between a tual and target positions. Target

CP and PID) and generates the behavior reported on

values were set to

0

for the pit h and the roll, and

to a given value, likely to be

gure 5. Interestingly, although I modules were pro-

hanged over time, for

vided in the initial pool, this

4

ontroller doesn't

all

pitch

roll
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dx
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Figure 4: Best neural network generated after 500 generations in a run of the third series (w CP and PID).
The fun tionalities of the

orresponding modules are singularized and inner

upon su h modules and relies on P and D modules
only.

help

onne tion weights are given.

larify this point.

This probably means that the fun tionalities

aorded by integral

omputations are somehow

om-

pensated by the inner workings of the whole network,

4 Con lusion

or that su h fun tionalities would be useful only for
bridging the gap between the tness of this

ontroller

and the maximum possible tness.
Finally, the fa t that the average tness values

This arti le des ribes two alternatives to the in re-

of the runs of the se ond series (w CP) is greater

mental approa h to the neural

than that of runs of the third series (w CP and PID)

nami

ontrol of

omplex dy-

systems. They both amount to bootstrap the

suggests that bootstrapping the evolutionary pro ess

evolutionary pro ess with some information about

with both

the kind of neural network that seems appropriate

onne tivity patterns and dedi ated mod-

ules may be advantageous - be ause better tnesses

to solve the

may o

been obtained on a simulated lenti ular blimp sug-

asionally be obtained - but at the risk of en-

larging too mu h the

orresponding sear h spa e and

of slowing down evolution.

onsidered problem.

Results that have

gest that these pro edures may help automati ally

In parti ular, if I mod-

designing

ontrollers for systems with numerous sen-

ules are not mandatory, suppressing them from the

sors and a tuators. However additional experiments

initial pool

are needed to better assess the generality of su h

ould help optimizing the experimental

setup. Additional and systemati

experiments might

lusion.
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Figure 5: Behavior of the blimp
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ontrolled by the network of gure 4. Left: pit h and roll in radians (x axis

in 25 ms time steps). Middle: altitude in meters. Right: 2D plot of the horizontal traje tory. During the
evaluation period (25 se ), the

oordinates of the visual target as well as the target altitude are

respe tively one (at the 5000th time step) and three o
Meanwhile, the wind dire tion is

hanged in

asions (at the 2500th, 5000th and 7500th time step).

hanged several times, hen e the observed os illations around equilibrium

values.
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